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Abstract

It is debated whether primary progressive apraxia of speech (PPAOS) and progressive agrammatic aphasia (PAA) belong to the same clinical spectrum traditionally termed nonfluent/agrammatic variant primary progressive aphasia (nfvPPA) or exist as two completely distinct syndromic entities with specific pathologic/prognostic correlates. We analyzed speech, language, and disease severity features in a comprehensive cohort of patients with a progressive motor speech impairment and/or agrammatism to ascertain any evidence of the existence of naturally occurring, non-overlapping syndromic entities (e.g., PPAOS and PAA) in our data. We also assessed if data-driven latent clinical dimensions with etiologic/prognostic value could be identified. We included 98 participants with progressive motor speech impairment and/or agrammatism, with 43 having an autopsy-confirmed neuropathological diagnosis. Speech pathologists assessed motor speech features indicative of dysarthria and apraxia of speech (AOS). Quantitative expressive/receptive agrammatism measures were obtained and compared with healthy controls. Baseline and longitudinal disease severity was evaluated using the Clinical Dementia Rating sum-of-boxes (CDR-SB). We investigated the data's clustering tendency to form robust symptom clusters and employed principal component analysis to extract data-driven latent clinical dimensions (LCD). The longitudinal CDR-SB change was estimated utilizing linear mixed-effects models. Of the participants included in this study, 91 conformed to previously reported clinical profiles (69 with AOS and agrammatism, 18 PPAOS, and 4 PAA). The remaining seven participants were characterized by nonfluent speech and dysarthria without apraxia of speech or agrammatism. No baseline clinical features differentiated between FTLD neuropathological subgroups. Critically, the Hopkins statistic dismissed the presence of non-overlapping syndromic clusters in the entire sample (.45 with values near 0.5 indicating random data). Three data-driven components accounted for 71% of the variance ([i] severity-agrammatism, [ii] prominent AOS, and [iii] prominent dysarthria). The component typified by prominent dysarthria was more specific to patients with Progressive Supranuclear Palsy (4/5 [80%] participants with autopsy in this group had PSP), while the severity-agrammatism component predicted a faster CDR-SB increase. Higher dysarthria severity, reduced words per minute, and expressive and receptive agrammatism severity at baseline independently predicted accelerated disease progression (as measured by the CDR-SB score). Our findings indicate that
PPAOS and PAA, rather than exist as completely distinct syndromic entities, constitute a clinical continuum strongly predictive of underlying Frontotemporal Lobar Degeneration (FTLD, 66% 4R tauopathy, 16% Pick's disease, 9.3% FTLD TDP type A, and 12% other pathologies). While highlighting the graded distinctions (rather than sharp boundaries) that characterize the nfvPPA spectrum may be useful for establishing early clinical rehabilitation strategies, novel clinical and biological markers are needed to improve clinical-pathological correlations.
Introduction

The non-fluent/agrammatic variant of Primary Progressive Aphasia (nfvPPA) is a neurodegenerative clinical syndrome currently defined by effortful speech (mainly caused by apraxia of speech [AOS]), and varying degrees of expressive agrammatism. Effortful speech and expressive agrammatism in the setting of relatively spared single-word comprehension and object knowledge represent the two core features of nfvPPA and can appear combined or in isolation. But, in addition to AOS and agrammatic production errors, a wide range of changes in motor speech and grammar abilities can be noted in nfvPPA, and these features frequently overlap with other cognitive, speech, and language deficits like dysarthria or executive dysfunction. Importantly, previous studies have documented the existence of distinguishable speech-language profiles in patients with nfvPPA arising from the differential expression of AOS versus expressive agrammatism. For example, the term “progressive agrammatic aphasia” or “agrammatic variant PPA” has been used to refer to patients with expressive agrammatism as the most prominent presenting symptom in the absence of AOS. In contrast, patients exhibiting AOS as the most salient clinical feature without clear concomitant aphasia (including expressive agrammatism) have been ascribed the term “primary progressive apraxia of speech” (PPAOS). Some authors suggest that PPAOS and PAA should be considered separate syndromic entities because they may have specific etiologic and prognostic features. However, existing evidence does not clearly indicate whether these phenotypes represent a clinical continuum or exist as distinct syndromic entities with specific anatomical, pathological, and prognostic correlates. It remains unclear whether syndromic definitions or data-driven approaches will significantly improve clinical-pathological correlations and disease progression.

Finally, to date, the most successful speech therapy approach to nfvPPA rehabilitation targets both motor speech and agrammatic symptoms. This approach is justified by evidence from longitudinal studies showing that, even in cases where AOS and agrammatism are initially isolated, they eventually co-occur as the disease progresses. From a pathological perspective, large autopsy-proven studies have shown that patients presenting with both AOS and agrammatism, PPAOS, and PAA are typically associated with Progressive Supranuclear Palsy (PSP) and Corticobasal Degeneration (CBD). But, less frequently, these phenotypes are also the clinical presentation of Pick’s disease, or other Frontotemporal Lobar Degeneration (FTLD) subtypes, like the
phosphorylated 43-kDa TAR DNA-binding protein inclusions (FTLD-TDP) subtypes. Current syndromic classifications have proven helpful in discriminating between patients with FTLD versus Alzheimer's disease (AD), but have failed to predict FTLD subtypes (i.e., PSP vs CBD) or longitudinal decline at the single-subject level. Refining the classification of patients within the nfvPPA-spectrum (nfvPPA-S) could improve clinical-pathological correlations, and the prediction of progression rate, both of which are essential steps to designing successful trials targeting molecular mechanisms of pathology.

Data-driven classifications allow the recognition of individual differences within phenotypes and may provide valuable insights for the refinement of diagnostic labels and the development of precision medicine approaches. Unfortunately, previous studies exploring data-driven subtypes of nfvPPA were limited by their relatively small sample size and lack of longitudinal and autopsy data. In this study, we aimed to characterize the speech, language, and cognitive features among patients with a broad spectrum of nonfluent speech and/or language impairments and explore the existence of data-driven latent clinical dimensions (LCD) with etiologic and/or prognostic value.

We hypothesize that PPA and PPAOS represent a clinical continuum encompassing several endophenotypes with prognostic implications that could be useful to improve the clinical-pathological correlations.

**Material and Methods**

**Participant selection**

We searched the Memory and Aging Center of the University of California, San Francisco (MAC-UCSF) database to identify participants within the nfvPPA-S, as defined by a progressive motor speech impairment (either apraxia of speech or dysarthria) and/or expressive agrammatism that completed a comprehensive assessment of speech-language skills. Importantly, participants in this study were not required to exhibit prominent aphasia at the time of diagnosis. Consequently, not all individuals classified within the nfvPPA-S in this investigation strictly satisfied the core diagnostic criteria for primary progressive aphasia. We excluded participants at an advanced disease stage (i.e., those with a Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) score ≤ 10,
or, alternatively, a Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) \(^{23}\) global score \(\geq 3\) because the inclusion of outliers at an advanced disease stage could bias the results. We also excluded participants meeting diagnostic criteria for the logopenic or semantic variants of primary progressive aphasia, or with prominent behavioral or motor symptoms meeting diagnostic criteria for the behavioral variant of frontotemporal dementia, PSP or CBD. \(^{24,25}\) The diagnosis of all participants was imaging-supported, and vascular disease was ruled out. Ninety-eight participants recruited at MAC-UCSF between September 1999 and January 2021 were included in the study. In participants with multiple clinical assessments, we selected the first visit with a complete speech-language assessment because clinical features of FTLD-related syndromes tend to converge with disease progression.\(^3\)

**Genetic and neuropathological assessment**

A neuropathological evaluation was available in a subgroup of the participants (n=43). Neuropathological diagnoses and genetic analyses were performed as previously described.\(^{26,27}\) Briefly, participants were classified post-mortem into FTLD major molecular classes and subtypes, and genetic screening was conducted for mutations known to cause autosomal dominant FTLD or AD in the participants giving their informed consent.\(^{28}\)

**Clinical assessment**

**General measures of cognitive and functional impairment**

All participants underwent a complete clinical history, physical examination, and neuropsychological evaluation. We used a previously reported battery of neuropsychological tests to assess major cognitive domains. In addition, all participants underwent a comprehensive standardized speech and language assessment, as previously described.\(^{29-31}\) The CDR (available for 95 [97%] of the participants at baseline), and the CDR Staging Instrument PLUS National Alzheimer's Coordinating Center Behavior and Language Domains (CDR plus NACC FTLD, available for 84 [86%] of the participants at baseline) were adopted as general measures of disease severity.\(^{23,32}\) The MMSE was also recorded at baseline and used as a general measure of cognitive impairment.\(^{22}\) We also report the estimated age at symptom onset, sex, years
of education, and age at diagnosis. In participants with more than one visit, the longitudinal decline was characterized using the CDR sum-of-boxes (CDR-SB) when available. In longitudinal analyses, the CDR-SB was prioritized over the CDR plus NACC FTLD sum-of-boxes (CDR plus NACC FTLD-SB) because the former resulted in fewer missing values.

**Assessing apraxia of speech and dysarthria through a structured motor speech evaluation**

To elicit a wide range of motor speech behaviors, the participant was asked, as part of our motor speech evaluation (MSE), to complete a collection of tasks such as vowel prolongation, alternating motion rate, sequential motion rate, multiple repetitions of monosyllabic words, multiple repetitions of multisyllabic words, repetition of words of increasing length, and the reading of a brief, phonetically balanced paragraph. Based on the observed motor speech ability of the patient, a certified speech-language pathologist assigned a clinical severity rating for AOS and separately for dysarthria on a scale from 0 (within normal limits) to 7 (profound). A list of deviant motor speech characteristics used to perceptually judge the presence and severity of AOS and/or dysarthria is provided in [Supplementary Table 1](#).

**Assessing expressive agrammatism and speech fluency through a picture description task**

To further characterize grammar processing abilities, we enriched the standard speech and language protocol with additional quantitative measures of syntactic ability and speech fluency by analyzing connected speech samples of the participants. To assess expressive agrammatism, the participant was prompted to describe a visual scene in as much detail as possible by using sentences. Audio-recorded connected speech samples describing the “picnic” scene from the Western Aphasia Battery were sent to www.saltsoftware.com for transcription, coding, and analysis. By running the coded transcripts through the Systematic Analysis of Language Transcripts (SALT) software, a set of measures was generated, of which we selected exclusively those capturing the accuracy and complexity of the sentences produced by the patient (consistent with the definition of expressive agrammatism) and the number of words per minute as a general measure of speech fluency/rate. Four SALT-derived measurements were assessed: (1)
% utterances with omission and/or commission errors (%UtWErrors), a measure of morphosyntactic accuracy that captures missing function/content words, omitted bound morphemes, inappropriate word choice, and/or incorrect morphosyntactic form; (2) mean length of utterance (MLU), a measure of morphosyntactic complexity that captures mean sentence length in words; (3) subordination index (SI), a measure of morphosyntactic complexity that captures the ratio of the total number of clauses to the total number of utterances; and (4) words per minute (WPM) as a general measure of speech fluency. Only complete (not abandoned or interrupted), intelligible (without any unintelligible segments), and verbal utterances (that contained at least one verbalized word) contributed to the calculation of these quantitative, continuous measures.

Assessing receptive agrammatism through a sentence comprehension task

To assess receptive agrammatism, the participant was prompted to complete either of two auditory sentence-to-picture matching tasks that are part of our comprehensive speech-language assessment battery. The first task involved a representative range of sentence types, varying in both length and complexity, taken from the Curtiss Yamada Comprehensive Language Evaluation (CYCLE) as previously reported.35 Each patient was instructed to match the meaning of an auditorily-presented sentence with the corresponding line drawing in a three- or four-picture array. The second task was loosely based on the first and has been previously described.36 To reduce the number of participants with missing data for receptive agrammatism, we also considered the syntax comprehension score from our bedside neuropsychological battery. This score includes five sentences from the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination, ranges from 0 (worst) to 5, and was moderately correlated with the other sentence comprehension tasks (Rho=.650, p<.001).

Assessing other relevant cognitive and behavioral aspects

Because speech and language impairment could impact neuropsychological performance in tests with a high verbal load, we distinguish between verbal and non-verbal tests when defining the different cognitive domains. Hence, memory was assessed with the delayed recognition of words from the California verbal learning test37 and the delayed recall of the Benson figure.38 Visuospatial ability was assessed with the
number location subtest of the visual object space perception battery and the copy of the Benson figure.\textsuperscript{38} Verbal measures of executive dysfunction included reverse digit span and the Stroop test,\textsuperscript{39} while non-verbal measures included the design fluency subscale of the Delis-Kaplan Executive Function Scale and the number of correct trials in 1 minute from the modified trail-making test.\textsuperscript{40,41} Naming and word comprehension were assessed with the 15-item version of the Boston naming test,\textsuperscript{42} and the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, respectively. Repetition was assessed with the Western Aphasia Battery (WAB). The caregiver-distress scores of the Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI) were recorded to characterize behavioral changes.\textsuperscript{43}

**Definition of speech, language, and cognitive domains**

To create a single index of expressive grammar ability, the %UtWErrors, MLU, and SI scores were combined after their normalization. Similarly, scores from the two sentence comprehension tasks included in our speech-language assessment battery were combined with the syntax comprehension score from the bedside neuropsychological battery to create an index of receptive grammar ability. In addition, cognitive variables measuring non-overlapping neuropsychological domains were grouped based on \textit{a priori} knowledge from the authors and their observed correlation. These domains include: (i) verbal measures of executive function (reverse digit span and the Stroop test); (ii) non-verbal measures of executive function (design fluency subscale of the Delis-Kaplan Executive Function Scale, and the number of correct trials in 1 minute at the modified trail-making test); (iii) verbal and non-verbal measures of memory (the California verbal learning test and the delayed recall of the Benson figure); and (iv) non-verbal measures of visuospatial function (the number location subtest of the visual object space perception battery and the copy of the Benton figure). The Z-scores of variables within the same domain were averaged to maximize the number of participants with at least one measurement for each clinical domain. By grouping variables taxing similar neuropsychological domains, we avoided both data imputations and the exclusion of participants with missing data in a few variables.

**Definition of impaired performance**

MSE ratings for apraxia of speech or dysarthria greater than 0, as judged by a certified speech-language pathologist, were considered impaired. However, the performance of
an individual patient on the picture description and sentence comprehension tasks cannot be labeled as “impaired” without reference to a normative sample of neurologically intact controls. For these tasks, we used a previously validated Bayesian method to determine if a patient’s task performance fell within the impaired range (while covarying out the effects of age and sex).\textsuperscript{44} SALT-derived measures of expressive agrammatism (%UtWErrors, MLU, and SI), and WPM were considered individually relative to a group of 18 neurologically intact controls (mean age ± SD = 71.69 ± 5.27 years, range = 56 – 79 years; 12 females). For receptive agrammatism, we used for comparison a group of 10 neurologically intact controls who completed the first sentence-to-picture matching task (mean age ± SD = 61.79 ± 7.69 years, range = 49 – 75 years; 6 females) and another group of 26 neurologically intact controls who completed the second sentence-to-picture matching task (mean age ± SD = 69.69 ± 5.77 years, range = 53 – 79 years; 18 females), both from our comprehensive speech-language assessment battery. For the syntax comprehension score and individual neuropsychological measurements, we resorted to previously-published normative data to calculate age- and education-adjusted Z-scores.\textsuperscript{45} Consistent with previous studies, Z-scores lower than -1.5 were considered abnormal.\textsuperscript{45} The output of these analyses allowed us to obtain a conservative estimate of the frequency of occurrence of expressive and receptive agrammatism across patients. For each clinical domain, a patient was labeled as having impaired performance if one or more of the scores assigned to that domain were abnormal (e.g., we considered that a patient had evidence of expressive agrammatism if either %UtWErrors, MLU, or SI were impaired). We used Venn diagrams to illustrate the frequency and partial overlap of distinct deficits.

**Classification of participants into clinically defined subgroups based on major speech and language characteristics**

Participants with AOS but without expressive agrammatism were classified as PPAOS, while participants with expressive agrammatism but without AOS were classified as PAA according to previous work.\textsuperscript{5,6} Participants with both AOS and expressive or receptive agrammatism meeting current consensus criteria\textsuperscript{2} were classified as AOS+agrammatism. Seven participants characterized by reduced speech fluency and dysarthria in the absence of AOS and agrammatism remained unclassifiable and were therefore assigned to a fourth group named "non/fluent dysarthric" (nf-Dysarthric).
Assessing clustering tendency of raw data

We studied clustering tendency of raw (non-binary) data with the Hopkins statistic,\(^{37}\) to determine if participants with the nfvPPA-S tended to cluster into distinct clinically meaningful subgroups (i.e., a non-random structure). The Hopkins statistic represents the probability that a given dataset is generated by a uniform or random data distribution\(^{46}\) (values close to 0.5 indicate a low clustering tendency), while values far above 0.5 and close to 1 suggest the existence of clusters. We built hierarchical heatmaps to represent the patterns of individual performance of all participants. Hierarchical heatmaps have proven useful in identifying clusters of participants and clinical features within heterogeneous diseases.\(^{47}\) They consist of a colored matrix including individual data and clinical features, with the participants and the clinical features ordered by hierarchical clustering.

Principal Component Analysis

Next, we adopted a data-driven approach to extract new LCDs. For this, we used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in participants without missing values to avoid data imputation as a source of bias. Importantly, we employed PCA despite the observed low clustering tendency of the dataset because the existence (or lack) of clinically meaningful symptom clusters in a dataset does not equate to the existence (or lack) of underlying clinical dimensions with etiologic/prognostic value and vice versa. Based on Bartlett's test of sphericity, the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin value, and \textit{a-priori} knowledge from the researchers, the following relevant features were entered into the PCA: apraxia of speech, dysarthria, speech fluency (words per minute), expressive agrammatism index, receptive agrammatism index, the non-verbal and verbal executive function indexes, and CDR-SB. By selecting these variables, the Bartlett's test of sphericity \((\chi^2(10) = 50.7, p < .001)\) and the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin value (.71) indicated that the sample size and the correlation between the selected variables were suitable for PCA analysis.\(^{48,49}\) Conversely, when including a higher number of features, the Bartlett's test of sphericity and the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin discouraged PCA analyses. Three components were selected based on Cattell’s criteria.\(^{50}\) To explore the potential value of data-driven LCDs to differentiate underlying etiology in our patients sample, we explored if the individual loadings of the extracted components (i.e., LCDs) allowed the
discrimination between neuropathological subtypes in the subgroup of participants with autopsy data.

**Longitudinal analyses**

Next, we investigated longitudinal decline with linear mixed-effects models. In longitudinal studies, linear mixed-effects models have proven to be powerful tools for identifying variables where baseline values are associated with different rates of change in clinical deterioration.\textsuperscript{51} We fitted a linear mixed-effects model controlling for age, sex, and the most relevant clinical features to estimate clinical deterioration over time (as measured by CDR-SB or CDR plus NACC FTLD-SB) across our patient group. We also fitted a linear mixed-effects model controlling for age, sex, and individual loadings for LCDs derived from the PCA analysis. All linear mixed-effects models included a random patient-specific intercept and a random patient-specific slope. These random effects account for patient heterogeneity in baseline CDR-SB (or CDR plus NACC FTLD-SB) and its rate of increase that is not explained by the predictors in the model. A term for clinical feature by time interaction was used to study the association between the baseline clinical feature and CDR-SB (or CDR plus NACC FTLD-SB) over time. As in similar previous studies,\textsuperscript{52} all linear mixed models were designed with a compound symmetry covariance structure (owing to the relative homogeneity in the covariance of effects). Of note, we obtained the same results when linear mixed models were fitted with unstructured covariance.

**Statistical analysis**

We compared the raw clinical measurements between clinical subgroups in the whole sample using t-test or Kruskal–Wallis test for continuous variables and the Chi-square test for categorical data. We also compared the main clinical features between the groups of participants with and without autopsy data to verify that participants without autopsy data were clinically similar to those with a definitive neuropathological diagnosis. Next, in the subgroup of participants with an autopsy-proven diagnosis, we compared the clinical features between neuropathological categories with at least three participants (namely, PSP, CBD, Pick's disease, and FTLD-TDP type B). To support the definition of speech, language, and cognitive domains, we explored the relationship
between speech, language, and cognitive measures with Spearman's correlation (for further details, please refer to the 'Definition of speech, language, and cognitive domains' section). Statistical significance for all tests was set at 5% ($\alpha = .05$), all statistical tests were two-sided, and all group comparisons were corrected for multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate. All statistical analyses were conducted in R v4.1.1 (packages: ggplot2, ggstatsplot, ggVennDiagram, EFAtools, FactoMineR, lme4, ggeffects).

**Standard protocol approval, registration, and patient consent**

The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of UCSF and was conducted following the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants gave their written informed consent to participate in the study.

**Data availability**

The conditions of our ethics approval do not permit the public archiving of anonymized study data. Data requests can be submitted here: https://memory.ucsf.edu/research-trials/professional/open-science. Following a UCSF-regulated procedure, access will be granted to designated individuals in line with ethical guidelines on reusing sensitive data. This would require the submission of a Material Transfer Agreement. Commercial use will not be approved.
Results

Baseline characteristics of the sample

Table 1 shows the demographics and main clinical, genetic, and neuropathological features of the 98 participants included in this study. The mean (SD) age at diagnosis was 68.0 (7.1), and 63 participants (64%) were female. The mean (SD) time from estimated symptom onset to diagnosis was 4.3 (2.0) years, and almost 50% of the participants had a global score on the CDR plus NACC FTLD of 0.5 (indicating a mild/prodromal stage). A definitive neuropathological diagnosis was available in forty-three participants (44% of the sample). CBD and PSP were the two most frequently observed neuropathological diagnoses (n=17 [40%], and n=11 [26%], respectively). However, fifteen (34%) had other neuropathological diagnoses (Table 1). A pathogenic mutation in the GRN gene was found in 5 (5%) of the participants (3 of whom had autopsy confirmation of FTLD-TDP type A). Of note, participants with autopsy did not differ in terms of age at symptom onset, age at MRI, sex distribution, years of education, handedness distribution, disease severity, and NPI total score from participants without an autopsy-proven diagnosis (Supplementary Tables 2-3)

Frequency of the main clinical features

As expected, the core features of nfvPPA were observed in a high proportion of participants (Supplementary Table 4). AOS and expressive agrammatism were present in 89% and 58% of the participants, respectively. Reduced speech fluency (words per minute) and reduced phonemic (letter) fluency were also frequently observed (91% and 84%, respectively). Overall, Fig. 1 illustrates the significant overlap between the main speech, language, and cognitive features of participants within the nfvPPA-S. Motor speech deficits (either AOS or dysarthria) were noted in 97% of the participants (Fig. 1A), while agrammatism (either expressive or receptive) was observed in 75% (Fig. 1B). Notably, deficits in executive function were also detected in 66% of the participants when using non-verbal tests (Supplementary Table 4).

Frequency of previously reported clinical phenotypes

Across the nfvPPA-S, 69 participants (70%) had both AOS and agrammatism (either expressive or receptive), eighteen participants (18%) had apraxia of speech without
agrammatism (PPAOS), while 4 participants (4%) had expressive agrammatism without AOS (PAA) (Table 1). Seven participants (7%) remained unclassifiable and were characterized by reduced speech fluency and dysarthria without AOS and agrammatism. These participants were assigned to a fourth group named "non/fluent dysarthric" (nf-Dysarthric).

**Comparison of clinical and neuropathological features between phenotypes**

As shown in Table 1, the AOS+agrammatism, PPAOS, PPA, and nf-Dysarthric subgroups had similar ages at diagnosis and estimated time from symptom onset to diagnosis. However, participants in the PPAOS group were diagnosed at an earlier disease stage (as measured by the CDR-SB and the CDR® plus NACC FTLD-SB) and had better general cognitive performance (Table 1 and Supplementary Table 5). Crucially, the AOS+agrammatism, PPAOS, PAA, and nf-Dysarthric subgroups were comparable regarding their neuropathological correlates (Table 1). Similarly, none of the baseline clinical features discriminated between FTLD subgroups after accounting for multiple comparisons (Supplementary Table 6).

**Cluster tendency analysis**

Next, we explored the existence of clinically meaningful symptom clusters across our patient group. The clustered heatmap failed to reveal non-overlapping clusters of participants based on their major clinical features (Fig. 2). The lack of clustering tendency was confirmed by the Hopkins statistic (.454, p<.001). We also confirmed that neuropathological subtypes were similarly distributed along the nfvPPA-S rather than associated with specific clinical phenotypes, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

**Principal component analysis**

Because classifying participants into discrete clinical entities (i.e., syndromes) based on major speech and language characteristics was not useful for identifying the underlying pathology in our sample, we explored if PCA could unveil LCDs with etiologic value. Three LCDs explained 72% of the variance in the dataset. As shown in Fig. 3, the first component explained 37% of the variance and reflected reduced speech fluency (words
per minute), executive dysfunction (both verbal and non-verbal), agrammatism (both expressive and receptive), and overall cognitive and functional impairment (as measured by the CDR-SB). The second component explained 19% of the variance and was defined by prominent AOS with dysarthria and lesser cognitive and functional impairment. The third component explained 12% of the variance and was mainly associated with dysarthria but not AOS.

Next, we explored the neuropathological correlates of the three LCDs (from the PCA) in the subgroup of participants with autopsy data. As shown in Fig. 4, the first and second dimensions did not yield significant differences between the neuropathological subgroups (4A and 4B). However, the LCD reflecting prominent dysarthria was significantly reduced in participants with PSP when compared to participants with CBD, Pick’s disease, or FTLD-TDP type A.

### Longitudinal analyses

When considering baseline raw data, higher scores for dysarthria, reduced speech fluency (words per minute), and higher expressive and receptive agrammatism were associated with an increased rate of clinical decline as measured with both the CDR-SB and the CDR plus NACC FTLD-SB (Supplementary Table 7). When considering the components derived from the PCA (Supplementary Table 8 and Fig. 5A), only the LCD characterized by higher disease severity and worst agrammatism was associated with an increased rate of clinical decline (Fig. 5B). Of note, the LCD characterized by prominent AOS was associated with lower disease severity at baseline, supporting the view that participants with relatively isolated AOS are typically diagnosed at an earlier disease stage than the rest of the participants.
Discussion

In this study, we leveraged a large cohort of participants within the non-fluent primary progressive aphasia spectrum to examine the presence of robust endophenotypes and their potential to enhance clinical-pathological correlations and prognosticate disease progression. Our findings indicate that this clinical entity embodies a continuous spectrum of substantially overlapping cognitive, speech, and language characteristics. Although data-driven exploration of LCDs did not prove beneficial in predicting the underlying pathology, the clinical dimension characterized by a reduced words-per-minute rate, agrammatism, and increased cognitive and functional impairments emerged as a significant predictor of a more rapid rate of decline.

A noteworthy aspect of the present study involves the objective quantification of expressive and receptive agrammatism in an extensive cohort of participants within the nfvPPA-S. The multifaceted nature of grammatical processing renders it challenging to assess in routine clinical practice. The absence of standardized tests for evaluating expressive and receptive agrammatism and discrepancies in defining the threshold for "significant" agrammatism may account for the variation in reported prevalence observed in prior studies. In our sample, up to 75% of participants demonstrated varying degrees of either expressive or receptive agrammatism. Concurrently, motor speech deficits, such as apraxia of speech (AOS) or dysarthria, were nearly universal. We identified two distinct subgroups among the subset of participants who presented exclusively with motor speech impairments (25%) at baseline. The first subgroup exhibited marked AOS, meeting the diagnostic criteria for primary progressive apraxia of speech (PPAOS). In contrast, the second subgroup was characterized by pronounced dysarthria and additional clinical features, including reduced speech fluency and executive dysfunction. This latter group remained unclassifiable per current diagnostic criteria and was predominantly observed in patients with progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP), with 4/5 (80%) of participants in this group having autopsy-confirmed PSP. We recognize that subtle differences in the subjective evaluation of apraxia of speech and dysarthria (Supplementary Table 1) may influence participant classification. Further studies are therefore needed to investigate the degree to which the classification of AOS (including potential subtypes) and dysarthria, based on expert-driven auditory-perceptual assessments, can be replicated across various research centers and countries.
Another critical finding of our study is that participants with nfvPPA-S presentation cannot be robustly clustered into separate clinical syndromes (e.g., AOS+agrammatism, PPAOS, PAA) but rather fall along a clinical spectrum with substantial overlap behaviorally and pathologically. Along this clinical continuum, we found that the LCD characterized by disease severity and agrammatism was an important prognostic factor. Participants with expressive agrammatism and a more severe cognitive and functional impairment (as measured by CDR-SB) were characterized by a faster rate of clinical decline. This finding supports the view that reduced speech fluency, executive dysfunction, and general functional impairment should be considered in tandem with agrammatism to stratify participants based on their progression rate. Such stratification may reduce the heterogeneity of participants in future trials and reduce sample size requirements.⁵³

The finding that a faster disease progression characterizes participants presenting with marked agrammatism is also relevant for interpreting previous studies. For example, in keeping with our results, it has been reported that patients with prominent expressive agrammatism in the absence of AOS (referred to as "primary agrammatic aphasia", PAA) display faster disease progression and more widespread neurodegeneration during follow-up.⁵ Conversely, participants in our sample classified as PPAOS (AOS in the absence of expressive agrammatism) showed milder disease severity, as measured with the CDR-SB (and the CDR® plus NACC FTLD-SB) than the rest of the participants. This finding suggests that participants with relatively isolated AOS may be diagnosed at an earlier disease stage than those with relatively isolated agrammatism. This is an important observation because disease progression has been shown to accelerate with increasing disease severity in FTLD.⁵⁴ Thus, patients diagnosed at a more advanced disease stage are expected to deteriorate faster than those diagnosed at an earlier disease stage. Accordingly, our results support the view that patients with significant agrammatism at diagnosis may be at a more advanced disease stage and are thus expected to deteriorate faster. Of note, validated staging tools, such as the CDR® plus NACC FTLD-SB, are more likely to yield reproducible results than the widely adopted "estimated time from symptom onset", which is a retrospective measure influenced by recall bias, patient anosognosia and other patient- and clinician-related factors.³²
Consistent with the lack of robust clustering tendency in our large and representative dataset, we showed that classifying participants into supposedly clear-cut clinical phenotypes (i.e., PPAOS vs PAA) based on their core clinical features did not predict underlying pathology. This finding prompted the investigation of data-driven components to improve clinical-pathological correlations and prediction of disease progression. Our data-driven approach in the nfvPPA-S contrasts with subjective expert-based perceptual classifications and provides valuable information to interpret previous studies. We found that the LCD characterized by prominent dysarthria distinguished participants with underlying PSP from those with other neuropathological subtypes. This finding is in line with previous studies from our group. However, we also observed substantial overlap between clinical features, which, alone, did not allow the prediction of underlying etiology at the single-subject level. It should be noted, however, that segregating participants according to their clinical profile for treatment purposes may still be useful, as different patients may benefit from some speech therapy interventions but not others depending on their characteristic deficits. As expected, the nfvPPA-S was associated with multiple neuropathological diagnoses. In keeping with previous studies, 4R tauopathies (particularly PSP) were frequently observed in participants with AOS but not agrammatism. However, the data-driven LCD defined in this study did not allow robust discrimination of neuropathological subtypes. It should be noted that the diagnosis of AOS and dysarthria (two motor speech disorders) is based on expert-dependent auditory-perceptual assessments that are prone to systematic bias and noise. Thus, robust and reproducible quantitative, objective measures of AOS and other motor speech impairments are needed to advance the classification of the nfvPPA-S. For example, in a recent study from our group, we showed that automated speech timing measures (i.e., articulation rate) might provide valuable information to characterize the nfvPPA-S and its neuropathological bases. Thanks to its objectivity and scalability, automated speech analysis could offer important diagnostic support to standard speech assessments. However, further studies are needed to determine these new measurements' full diagnostic and prognostic potential.
Taken together, our result do not support the view that the nfvPPA-S can be robustly split into clear-cut syndromic entities (i.e., PPAOS vs PAA) or that these supposedly clear-cut clinical phenotypes allow discriminating between FTLD pathological subtypes. A current challenge to the field is that FTLD-related syndromes are largely overlapping, and many patients may meet diagnostic criteria for more than one syndrome. For example, the distribution of different neuropathological entities in our cohort is very similar to that reported in a cohort of PPAOS patients (Supplementary Fig.), suggesting that these two diagnostic labels are largely overlapping. More work is thus needed to implement multidimensional classification schemes that incorporate imaging and fluid biomarkers to advance toward precision medicine approaches to pharmacological treatment. Whether focusing early cognitive therapy on the early predominant symptom or supporting functions likely to decline later on remains to be established.

This study has some limitations. For example, a definitive neuropathological diagnosis was only available in a relatively small number of participants (n = 43), limiting statistical power. Yet, to the best of our knowledge, our study still represents the largest series of cases with autopsy data, amounting to nearly half of the total sample. In addition, the measure we derived for expressive agrammatism (from a quantitative linguistic analysis of connected speech samples) may miss some cases with milder/subtler forms of expressive agrammatism that trained experts could detect. Finally, our dataset only included semiquantitative measures of AOS and dysarthria obtained from an expert-dependent auditory-perceptual assessment of motor speech ability. Future studies should also consider additional quantitative measures derived from expert-independent automated speech analyses.

Splitting the nfvPPA-S disorder into different clinical phenotypes based on its major clinical features does not improve clinical-pathological correlations, stressing the need for new clinical and biological markers.
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Table and Figures

Table 1 - Demographic and clinical characteristics of participants with progressive speech and language disorders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>All Participants, N = 98</th>
<th>Clinical Subgroups</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>nfvPPA, N = 69</td>
<td>PPAOS, N = 18</td>
<td>Non-Fluent Dysarthric, N = 7</td>
<td>PAA, N = 4</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at Diagnosis, y</td>
<td>68.0 (7.1)</td>
<td>67.9 (7.0)</td>
<td>68.8 (8.8)</td>
<td>68.8 (5.9)</td>
<td>65.0 (2.8)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at estimated symptom onset, y</td>
<td>63.1 (7.1)</td>
<td>63.1 (7.1)</td>
<td>62.8 (8.6)</td>
<td>65.4 (6.0)</td>
<td>60.0 (2.4)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time from estimated symptom onset to diagnosis, y</td>
<td>4.3 (2.0)</td>
<td>4.5 (2.0)</td>
<td>3.5 (1.7)</td>
<td>3.4 (1.4)</td>
<td>5.0 (3.1)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>63/98 (64%)</td>
<td>44/69 (64%)</td>
<td>13/18 (72%)</td>
<td>4/7 (57%)</td>
<td>2/4 (50%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>35/98 (36%)</td>
<td>25/69 (36%)</td>
<td>5/18 (28%)</td>
<td>3/7 (43%)</td>
<td>2/4 (50%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of education</td>
<td>16.2 (3.2)</td>
<td>15.9 (3.0)</td>
<td>17.0 (3.0)</td>
<td>15.9 (2.2)</td>
<td>18.0 (6.7)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right-handed</td>
<td>86/98 (88%)</td>
<td>58/69 (84%)</td>
<td>18/18 (100%)</td>
<td>7/7 (100%)</td>
<td>3/4 (75%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left-handed</td>
<td>11/98 (11%)</td>
<td>10/69 (14%)</td>
<td>0/18 (0%)</td>
<td>0/7 (0%)</td>
<td>1/4 (25%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambidextrous</td>
<td>1/98 (1.0%)</td>
<td>1/69 (1.4%)</td>
<td>0/18 (0%)</td>
<td>0/7 (0%)</td>
<td>0/4 (0%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE, /30</td>
<td>25.6 (4.1)</td>
<td>25.1 (4.1)</td>
<td>28.5 (1.6)</td>
<td>25.1 (6.1)</td>
<td>24.0 (3.7)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDR® sum of boxes</td>
<td>1.9 (1.8)</td>
<td>2.0 (1.9)</td>
<td>0.9 (1.0)</td>
<td>2.6 (1.6)</td>
<td>2.6 (1.9)</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDR® plus NACC FTLD-SB</td>
<td>3.6 (2.4)</td>
<td>3.8 (2.6)</td>
<td>2.2 (1.4)</td>
<td>4.6 (1.9)</td>
<td>4.4 (2.2)</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Score CDR® plus NACC FTLD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NPI total score</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Mutation</td>
<td>79/98 (81%)</td>
<td>56/69 (81%)</td>
<td>12/18 (67%)</td>
<td>7/7 (100%)</td>
<td>4/4 (100%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Screened</td>
<td>16/98 (16%)</td>
<td>11/69 (16%)</td>
<td>5/18 (28%)</td>
<td>0/7 (0%)</td>
<td>0/4 (0%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRN</td>
<td>39/98 (3.1%)</td>
<td>2/69 (2.9%)</td>
<td>1/18 (5.6%)</td>
<td>0/7 (0%)</td>
<td>0/4 (0%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Autopsy</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>NPI total score</th>
<th>0.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No autopsy</td>
<td>55/98 (56%)</td>
<td>40/69 (58%)</td>
<td>11/18 (61%)</td>
<td>2/7 (29%)</td>
<td>2/4 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autopsy</td>
<td>43/98 (44%)</td>
<td>29/69 (42%)</td>
<td>7/18 (39%)</td>
<td>5/7 (71%)</td>
<td>2/4 (50%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neuropathological Diagnosis</th>
<th>0.3</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>NPI total score</th>
<th>0.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corticobasal Degeneration</td>
<td>17/43 (40%)</td>
<td>13/29 (45%)</td>
<td>2/7 (29%)</td>
<td>1/5 (20%)</td>
<td>1/2 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive Supranuclear Palsy</td>
<td>11/43 (26%)</td>
<td>4/29 (14%)</td>
<td>3/7 (43%)</td>
<td>4/5 (80%)</td>
<td>0/2 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pick's disease</td>
<td>7/43 (16%)</td>
<td>5/29 (17%)</td>
<td>1/7 (14%)</td>
<td>0/5 (0%)</td>
<td>1/2 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTLD-TDP type A</td>
<td>4/43 (9.3%)</td>
<td>3/29 (10%)</td>
<td>1/7 (14%)</td>
<td>0/5 (0%)</td>
<td>0/2 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Pathologies</td>
<td>4/43 (9.3%)</td>
<td>4/29 (14%)</td>
<td>0/7 (0%)</td>
<td>0/5 (0%)</td>
<td>0/2 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 - Footnotes: Unless otherwise indicated, results are expressed as mean (SD). Statistically significant $p$-values are **bold**. The "non-fluent dysarthric" subgroup included seven participants with a variable combination of dysarthria and reduced speech fluency but without apraxia of speech or expressive agrammatism, not meeting previously reported criteria for any primary progressive speech-language syndrome. "Other Pathologies" included 1 participant with an unclassifiable tauopathy, 1 participant with AD, 1 with mixed AD and CBD, and 1 with FTLD-TDP type B.
**Abbreviations:** CDR = clinical dementia rating; CDR® plus NACC FTLD-SB = clinical dementia rating plus National Alzheimer’s Coordinating Center frontotemporal lobar degeneration sum of boxes; FTLD = frontotemporal lobar degeneration; MMSE = mini-mental state examination; nfvPPA = non-fluent/agrammatic variant primary progressive aphasia; PPAOS = primary progressive apraxia of speech; PAA = primary agrammatic aphasia; NPI = neuropsychiatric inventory.
Figure 1. Frequency of main clinical features

Figure 1 - Footnotes: Frequency of main clinical features. Venn diagram illustrating the overlap between motor speech impairment, agrammatism, and reduced speech fluency (A), apraxia of speech, dysarthria, expressive and receptive agrammatism, and reduced speech fluency (words per minute) (B).

Abbreviations: WPT=words per minute
Figure 2. Clustered heatmap of all participants with progressive non-fluent speech-language disorders included in this study

**Figure 2 - Footnotes:** The clustered heatmap illustrates the lack of robust clinical clusters within the nfvPPA-S. The first unlabeled column relates to the neuropathological data of each participant (pink = no autopsy available; red = CBD; dark blue = PSP; green = Pick's disease; light blue = FTLD-TDP type A; purple = other pathologies). Each labeled column represents its corresponding clinical feature, and each row represents a participant. The scores for all clinical features have been scaled to allow their comparison. The participants and the variables have been ordered based on similarity, as illustrated by dendrograms on the top (variables) and left (participants).

**Abbreviations:** SALT= Systematic Analysis of Language Transcripts; CYCLE= Curtiss Yamada Comprehensive Language Evaluation; MSE=Motor Speech Examination; CDR-SB= Clinical Dementia Rating sum-of-boxes; PSP=Progressive Supranuclear Palsy; CBD=Corticobasal Degeneration; FTLD-TDP= Frontotemporal Lobar Degeneration characterized by phosphorylated 43-kDa TAR DNA-binding protein inclusions; DKEFS= Delis-Kaplan Executive Function Scale.
Figure 3. Characterization of latent clinical dimensions derived from principal component analysis

**Figure 3 - Footnotes:** In all panels, the x- and y-axis represent one of the three latent clinical dimensions (or "clinical components") derived from PCA. The percentage of variance explained by each component is shown in parentheses. In panels **A** and **B**, the value at the x- and y-axis represent the standardized coefficient (relative weight) of the components derived from PCA (higher values indicating a more substantial contribution to a given component). Each variable included in the PCA is represented by an arrow whose orthogonal projection to the x- and the y-axis indicates its standardized coefficient for the corresponding component. Panel **A** illustrates the relative contribution of each variable to Component 1 (characterized by agrammatism, reduced verbal fluency, and higher disease severity) and Component 2 (represented by prominent apraxia of speech and less disease severity and executive dysfunction). Panel **B** illustrates the relative contribution of each variable to Component 2 and Component 3 (characterized by prominent dysarthria with less apraxia of speech). Panels **C** and **D** represent the individual loadings for each component (lower individual loadings representing more impaired performance). Each participant's neuropathological diagnosis (if available) is shown in the legend of panels **C** and **D**. For each neuropathological category, the centroid of the ellipse encompassing each group is represented by the biggest symbol. Notably, the distribution of individual loadings did not reveal clusters of participants but rather a widespread distribution. In panels **C** and **D**, the x- and y-axis represent the individual loading for one of the three components derived from PCA Panels **C** and **D**.

**Abbreviations:** LCD=latent clinical dimension; PCA= Principal Component Analysis; CDR-SB= Clinical Dementia Rating sum-of-boxes;
Figure 4. Neuropathological correlates of data-driven latent clinical dimensions

Figure 4 - Footnotes: Neuropathological correlates of data-driven latent clinical dimensions

Subject-specific loading for each latent clinical component was available in 85 (83%) participants from the total sample and 36 (84%) participants with neuropathological diagnoses.

Abbreviations: D1=latent clinical dimension 1; D2= latent clinical dimension 2; D3= latent clinical dimension 3
Figure 5. Baseline predictors of faster longitudinal decline

Figure 5 - Footnotes: A) Spaghetti plot representing longitudinal data. B-D) CDR-SB estimates were obtained from linear mixed-effects models as a function of individual loading for Components 1, 2, and 3. For illustrative purposes, we show the CDR-SB estimates for each tercile. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals, and lower values for each latent clinical component represent more impaired performance.

Abbreviations: D1=component 1; D2=component 2; D3=component 3; CDR-SB= Clinical Dementia Rating sum-of-boxes
A: \( \chi^2_{\text{Kruskal-Wallis}}(3) = 2.55, p = 0.47, \quad \chi^2_{\text{ordinal}} = 0.07, \quad \text{CI}_{95\%} \ [0.02, 1.00], \quad n_{\text{obs}} = 36 \)
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B: \( \chi^2_{\text{Kruskal-Wallis}}(3) = 2.83, p = 0.42, \quad \chi^2_{\text{ordinal}} = 0.08, \quad \text{CI}_{95\%} \ [0.02, 1.00], \quad n_{\text{obs}} = 36 \)
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C: \( \chi^2_{\text{Kruskal-Wallis}}(3) = 13.90, p = 3.05e-3, \quad \chi^2_{\text{ordinal}} = 0.40, \quad \text{CI}_{95\%} \ [0.26, 1.00], \quad n_{\text{obs}} = 36 \)
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\( p_{\text{FDR-corrected}} = 0.05 \)
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\( p_{\text{FDR-corrected}} = 0.00347 \)
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Longitudinal data: 241 observations of 90 participants
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D2: Prominent Apraxia of Speech (p<.001)
D2: Prominent Apraxia of Speech * Time (p=.520)
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D1: Disease Severity & Agrammatism (p<.001)
D1: Disease Severity & Agrammatism * Time (p<.001)
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D3: Prominent Dysarthria (p=.498)
D3: Prominent Dysarthria * Time (p=.071)